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Abstract. In this paper it is shown that isomorphism of group algebras of

finite p-groups over the field of p elements implies isomorphism of the groups,

if one of the groups has a normal complement in the group of normalized units

of the group algebra. Furthermore, a class of groups satisfying this condition is

provided, and it is shown that the associated graded Lie-p-algebra of the group

of normalized units of the Magnus algebra of G , G being a residually 'nilpotent

p-group of bounded exponent', is a split extension of the one associated to G.

1. Introduction

Before the isomorphism problem for integral group rings of finite nilpotent

groups was solved, there was much interest in finding groups that have a normal

complement in the group of units of its integral group ring. Part of this inter-

est was certainly due to the fact that these groups were characterized by their

integral group ring.

In the modular case, it is still an open problem whether a finite /?-group

G admitting a normal complement in the group of units of its group algebra

F G, F denoting the field of p elements, is characterized by FpC7. Despite

all efforts, this is known to be true only for a rather small class of" groups (see

[11, p. 274] for a brief summary, which is still up to date). In the second part

of this paper we show that the above problem has a positive solution in general.

The proof makes use of graded techniques and is centered around the group

algebra of the group Ux of normalized units of FpG rather than around ¥pG

itself.

Together with the groups known to have a normal complement, this result

gives a rather impressive class of concrete groups, which are characterized by

their modular group algebra: Every finite p-Sylow subgroup of a unit group of

an F -algebra, every circle group of a finite-dimensional nilpotent F -algebra,

and every normal subgroup of the group of unitriangular nxn matrices over

Fp belongs to this class.
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Although the Statement that each finite p-group is normally complemented in

Ux is definitely wrong (the first counterexample—the dihedral group of order

16—was obtained by the use of a computer [5]; another was obtained in [1]),

we provide in the first part of this paper some evidence that it might not be far

from the truth. At least the graded Lie /^-algebra associated to G admits the

analogue of a normal complement (namely a complementary Lie p-ideal) in the

one associated to Ux (the filtration is taken with respect to modular dimension

subgroups both for G and Ux ). And this holds even for G being residually a

nilpotent p-group of bounded exponent and Ux the group of normalized units

of the Magnus algebra of G over F .

More or less in the course of proving this latter result, we find that the in-

tersection of G with the modular dimension subgroups of Ux yields just the

modular dimension subgroups of G, which generalizes a result of Moran [4]

and answers a question raised by Sandling in a private communication.

It should be mentioned that many of these issues originate in [13].

2. A SPLITTING THEOREM

We start our investigations by generalizing some of Johnson's observations

concerning finite p-groups in [2] to the case where G is residually a nilpotent

p-group of bounded exponent, which will be assumed to be the case throughout

the entire section.

Denote by FpG := LirnFpG/AG" the Magnus algebra of G over Fp , where

AG is the augmentation ideal of FpG. Let Ux be the group of normalized

units of F G. The Jacobson radical of F G coincides with the augmentation

ideal A G of Fff. Hence, Ux is the multiplicative group 1+AG. Note that

G embeds into F G and thus into Í7, , since nnAG" = 0 (see, for instance

[6]).   Further on, since the kernel of the projection F G —► F G/AG" turns

out to be AG  , we are allowed to identify grF G := 0(>oAG /AG      with

grFpG, and for the «th modular dimension subgroup Mn(G) of G we obtain

Mn(G) := G n (1 + AG") = G n (1 + ÄÜ").
The natural embedding G c Ux extends to an F -algebra homomorphism

1: FpG —► FpUx , whereas the universal property of FpUx  together with Ux c

p     y_ p    6     _ y •    p   \ p

FpG -* FpUx resp. FpUx —» FpG are continuous, since we are concerned with

algebra homomorphisms and the A-adic topology). This far we have the fol-

FpG provides an  Fn-algebra homomorphism  n : FnUx  —<■ FnG  (note that

F^G-F^res

algebra homomc

lowing situation:

(2.1)

and by the definition of the two bottom maps, their composite is just the identity
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on FpG. Hence

F^AF~Geker7T

(see also [2]).

Regrettably, this does not in general imply that G already admits a normal

complement in Ux (see [1, 5] for counterexamples and recall that for finite

p-groups G, one has FpG = FpG). But in the graded situation this turns out

to be true.

Before we come to this, we need one more observation that is of interest

in its own right, since it answers a question raised by Sandling in a private

communication and generalizes the well-known fact that the Frattini subgroup

of G coincides with the intersection of G with the Frattini subgroup of Ux

(see [4] and also [13] for related questions).

Let Mn(Ux) = (1 + AU") n Ux be the nth modular dimension subgroup of

Ux . Then

together with the fact that n(AU") cAG" shows Mn(Ux) c 1+AG" for all n.

Thus Mn(Ux) n G c (1 +AGn) n G = Mn(G). The other inclusion being trivial

(for example by means of an embedding FpG c FpG <-> FpUx), we obtain the

following:

2.2. Proposition.  Mn(Ux)nG = Mn(G) for all n .

(2.2) implies in particular that we may identify grG := ®i>{ M ¡(G) / Mi+x(G)

with its image in gr Ux  (induced by Get/,) via the naturaF isomorphism.

M^O-M^U^/M^U^M^O/GnM^U,).

Because M¡(UX) c 1 + A G , the inclusion Ux c F G induces a homomor-

phism of Lie /^-algebras

n:grUx^ërFpG

given by

uMn+x(Ux)^u- 1+AG"+1.

(Recall that we identified grF G with grF G.) Note that although this map is

induced by Ux = 1 + A G c F G, it is far from being an inclusion because the

filtration (AG )n£N of FpG does not coincide with the filtration (Mn(Ux))neXS

of Ux.
Now we can state the following:

2.3. Theorem.

gr Ux A gr G © ker ñ .
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Proof. (2.1) induces

grG

grFpG

<>

gn

grc/

%rFpU
%rn

grF^G

,«+i
where the left vertical map is given by gM X(G) h-> g - 1 + AG"1"' , and

analogously for gr Ux . Let us denote the embedding gr G —► gr Ux given by

gMn+x(G)~gMn+x(Ux) by f.

Now, W being a surjective Fp -algebra, homomorphism gives grn(AUx/AUx2)

= AG/AG J1*G/M2(G), the last isomorphism being given by g - 1 + AG2 >-»

g MAG) ; and in the same way one has UX/M2(UX)^AUX/AUX2. But the deg 1

elements of gr Ux generate gr Ux as a Lie p-algebra [7], Thus ñ maps gen-

erators of grc/j into the image of grG in grFpG, whence ft factors through

grG:

-^   grGgrt/.

grF„C/,

4:y

grrc
grFpG

Since gr is a functor and m = Id, one has gmgri

of the vertical maps of the last diagram, this implies

Id. By the injectivity

"fret-1 Id,

and ker ft = ker ft{   . gives the assertion.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Of course one would like to have such a theorem for the integral sit-

uation, too. The difficulties are as follows: Either one replaces grG by the

Lie ring associated to the lower central series of G, in which case one would

sacrifice the injectivity of gr G «-> gr F G, since not all groups have the dimen-

sion subgroup property; or one replaces gr G by the Lie ring associated to the

integral dimension subgroup series of G, in which case it is not known whether

this Lie ring is still generated by deg 1 elements [7].

In view of the result of the next section, we are now going to supply some

normally complemented groups.

We start with a possibly well-known observation: If U denotes the group of

all units of FpG, G a finite p-group, and Ux that of normalized units of FpG,

then G has a normal complement in U if and only if it has one in Ux . (The

"if part follows immediately from U = F* x Ux , F* being the group of units

of F . And, for the other direction, note that Ux is a finite p-group and thus

nilpotent. Hence U = F* x Ux and all normal complements JV of G in U,

too, are nilpotent. Since N then is the direct product of its #-Sylow subgroups,
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q a prime, and p - 1 = # F* divides the order of N, the p-Sylow subgroup of

N provides a normal complement of G in 17, .)

The following theorem is a slight generalization of results contained in [2]

(see also [11] from the integral case).

2.4.    Theorem. For G a finite p-group and Ux  the group of normalized units

of F G, there exists an N <UX such that Ux = G <x N, if

(i) G is the circle group of a finite-dimensional nilpotent Fp-algebra (see [2,

Theorem 5]), or

G is a finite \
Theorem 6]).

(ii) G is a finite p-Sylow subgroup of a unit group of an Fp-algebra (see [2,

Proof, (i) Let G = (A, o), A a nilpotent F -algebra of finite dimension, andp
x o y := x + y + xy for x , y e A . Then one has

G   -► A

6

AG

Ay.
P

with an injective group homomorphism ô: G —> (AG, o) given by 0(g) =

g - 1 ; kerp being an ideal of AG, forms a normal subgroup of (AG, o) and

SGnkerp = 0. Thus (AG, o) = SG oc kerp, and Ux-^(AG, o) by mmm-1.

(ii) Let G be a finite p-Sylow subgroup of the unit group of the F -algebra

A. Then

FpG

Ux being a finite p-group containing G, is mapped under p into a finite

p-group containing G. By the maximality of p-Sylow subgroups, we obtain

p(Ux) c G, and the above diagram shows that G —► £/, -^-> G is the identity.

Thus 1 + kerp provides a normal complement of G in Ux.   Q.E.D.

One more result should be mentioned in this connection: Let Un(F ) be the

group of unitriangular nxn matrices over F (l's on the diagonal, O's above).

Then Un(F ) is isomorphic to the circle group of the (finite-dimensional, nilpo-

tent) F -algebra of strictly lower triangular matrices. In [3], Levchuk has shown

that every normal subgroup of this circle group is already a subring. Thus The-

orem 2.4(i) implies the following:

2.5.    Corollary. Every normal subgroup N of Un(F ) has a normal complement

in its group of normalized units of F N.
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3. The isomorphism problem for complemented groups

Let G be residually a nilpotent p-group of bounded exponent and Ux be the

group of normalized units of FG. Then we have the following lemma, which

is of interest in its own right.

3.1. Lemma.   Ux is residually a nilpotent p-group of bounded exponent.

Proof. Since a completion of a Hausdorff space is Hausdorff again, and the

topology of FpG coincides with that defined by taking (A G )n£N as a fun-

damental system of neighborhoods of 0, one has f] A G" = 0. Because of

Mn(Ux) c 1 +AG" , this implies f)Mn(Ux) = 1 . Mn(Ux) = f]7,(Ux/ , where

the product is taken over all (i, pJ) with i ■ pJ > n and 7¡(UX) being the z'th

term of the lower central series of Ux , gives the result.   Q.E.D.

We adapt Sandling's definition of a group base to our situation: A subgroup

77 of Ux forms a group base of FG if the inclusion 77 c Ux can be extended

to an isomorphism FpH^FpG. We thus may (and will) identify FG with

F 77 for group bases 77 of FpG. We now have the following theorem:

3.2. Theorem. Let G, H, and Ux be as above. If Ux = G <x N for some

normal subgroup N of Ux, then 77 n N = 1.

Proof. Assuming 1 ^ h e 77 n N, there exists a positive integer n with h e

Mn(H) \ Mn+X(H), by the preceding lemma.

The inclusion G c Ux and the projection p: Ux —> G with kernel N and

being the identity on G induce (analogously to (2.1))

respectively, for the graded situation,

grFTG SL grF-TTT Ä grï^G,

with grp being given by u - 1 + A Ux h-» p(u) - 1 + A G . Since p7 = Id, one

has grpgrl = Id.

On the other hand, both grG and gr77 embed into grF G, and their im-

ages coincide, since gr, F G = AG/AG ■Z+G/M2(G) by our identification of

AG/AG2 with AG/AG2 (and analogously for gr,F^77) and G/M2(G) (resp.,

H/M2(H)) generates grG (resp., gr77) as a Lie p-algebra. Hence there exists

g e G with
i      T"^"+l       i       «      -r^;«+1

g - 1+AG      =h - 1+AG

Furthermore, since h e Mn(H)\Mn+x(77), and thus h-1 e AG \AG     , one

has geMn(G)\Mn+x(G).
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Now, on the one hand grpgn(h - 1 + AG ) = grpgn(g - 1 + A G ) =

g - 1 + A G     , and on the other hand

grp(h - l+ÄV"+l)=p(h) - 1 +ÂG"+1 =ÄGn+{

by the choice of h e kerp = N.

Thus, g e Mn+X(G), a contradiction.   Q.E.D.

Thus in the situation of the Theorem, the natural projection Ux —» G gives

a monomorphism 77 <-+ G. If we require G to be a nilpotent p-group of

bounded exponent, i.e., Mn(G) = 1 for some n, then the above monomor-

phism turns out already to be an isomorphism, for it induces the same isomor-

phism gr 77^+ gr G as the one coming from the coincidence of generators of the

images of gr77 and grG in FpG, and a simple induction gives the result. Thus

the following:

3.3. Corollary. If G is a nilpotent p-group of bounded exponent, normally

complemented in the group of normalized units of F G, then G is characterized

byFp.

Recall that for finite p-groups G, one has FG = FG, and Ux is just

the group of normalized units of FpG. Hence, if Ux = G ex. N, then G is

characterized by FpG. In particular, the groups treated in (2.4) and (2.5) are

characterized by FpG. This generalizes the results in [8, Theorem 12, p. 318]

and [9] considerably. As another application, one obtains from Sandling's re-

sults that finite p-groups G with y2(G)p-y3(G) = 1 are normally complemented

in U, without further proof that these groups are characterized by FG (see

[12, 1.1 Theorem and 1.2 Theorem]).
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